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Why Detroit?

Lots of  reasons, including:

• The first purpose-built mosque in America was 

constructed here in 1921 (Highland Park)

• The Nation of  Islam was founded here in 1930

• The largest mosque in North America is here 

(Dearborn)

• Muslims are 2.75 percent of  Michigan’s population













This I believe: why would it be important to hear Mona’s take on 

the same situation Warren Christopher wrote about?

Mona, a widow who has been struggling for years to provide for her children, came to 

America [from South Lebanon] wearing the hijab. Though she only wore the hijab for a 

few years after she came to the United States, she finally abandoned it, claiming that 

someone had assaulted her because he thought she was Iranian and blamed her for the 

hostage situation in Tehran. But her decision to abandon the scarf  probably has more 

to do with the fact that the hijab would interfere with her aspirations to work as a 

cosmetologist and that she wanted acceptance from American society. It does not 

appear to reflect a diminishing concern for her religion.

“Mona” is a real Dearborn resident who was interviewed by anthropologist Linda Walbridge in the early 1980s. 



Interview Assignments: Being a good interviewer 

1. Do you think Sally Howell (the interviewer) had met Lila and Mohsen Amen before this interview? 
How do you know? What do you think she already knew about them?

2. What evidence do you see in the transcript that Lila and Mohsen Amen feel comfortable and are 
willing to open up during the interview?

3. What do you notice about the way Sally Howell phrases her questions? What patterns (or question 
stems) is she repeating?

4. It is certainly possible to make up questions on the spot in response to how the conversation goes. 
But interviewers always come prepared! Using any 2 question patterns/stems that Sally Howell 
used, write 2-4 possible questions for your upcoming interview.



Other ideas

• Persepolis context

• Fordson: Faith, Fasting, Football context

• Writing and interviewing about religious practice (your own and others’)

• Really, I just want Sally Howell to email me back and agree to collaborate


